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The Warren Astronomical Society has been honored by the International Astronomical Union by having an
asteroid named after us! The citation appears in the June 2, 2015 MPC/MPO/MPS archive, and reads:
(75836) Warrenastro = 2000 BY28
Discovered 2000 Jan. 30 by the Catalina Sky Survey.
The Warren Astronomical Society in suburban Detroit Michigan, is a long-lived,
very active and well educated club. Over the years a number of their members have
gone on to careers in professional astronomy. They maintain an observatory at Camp
Rotary in Rochester, Michigan, the site of many public star parties
- Bob Trembley
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NASA’s New Horizon’s probe will fly-by Pluto and its
moons on July 14th, furiously snapping images preforming
science experiments. Because of the distance and low datarate, it will be months before all the data has been received.
As I’m writing this, with only 10 days to go, the spacecraft
suffered an anomaly, and put itself into safe-mode.
Communications with the spacecraft was temporarily lost, but
it was expected to resume normal operations on July 7.

Credit: NASA /JPL-Caltech

The New Horizons mission marks the culmination of the first
phase of Solar System exploration—with every major body in
the Solar System (and several minor bodies) having been
visited by robotic spacecraft.
- Bob Trembley

“Wings in the Sun”, by Brian Klaus
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CAPELLA, a poem
Last month, I gave my asteroids lecture at Flint’s
Longway Planetarium—I grew up only a couple
kilometers from it, and spent quite a bit of time there.
I was the first lecturer they had after completing an
extensive remodeling project—the place is very nice.
In last month’s WASP, I talked about the Kerbal
Space Program sim and Asteroid Day—the first
having happened on June 30th. I received an email
from the Asteroid Day organizers– #AsteroidDay
trended on Twitter with over 33 million mentions, and
their online petition got thousands of signatures.

A damp warm breeze
Moved Capella trough the trees
To the too soon dawn
Where the stars were gone.
Gary Ross
13 July 2006

CHELYABINSK, a poem

On a clear winter morning,
while walking to work,
Something flashed in the sky,
And made my head jerk.
Then there appeared across the sky,
A ball of fire that hurt the eye.
It left a roiling cloud of smoke,
The frightened people barely spoke.
Minutes later came a sound so loud,
That windows shattered, and fell to the ground.
People ran screaming, and rooftops fell in,
All the car alarms sounded, creating quite a din.
Also on that day, KSP released an official Asteroid
Day Mod - including an asteroid-hunting Sentinel
Space Telescope, a huge new solar panel, and a giant
high-gain antenna. I had to laugh—only a couple
weeks ago I wrote a tweet to KSP, mentioning that
they should contact the B612 Foundation, and include
a Sentinel in the game. I’d love to take credit for it,
but this had to have been in the works for quite some
time.

Emergency crews were put through their paces,
As glass shards were pulled from hundreds of faces.
We can prevent this from happening again,
We muster the will; we can make a plan.
There are so many Asteroids yet to be found,
Earth needs your help; WE need it now.
Bob Trembley
11 Dec. 2014

And the WAS got an asteroid named after them—all
Please sign the Asteroid Day Petition.
in all, a good month for asteroid outreach and
awareness!
Bob Trembley
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Astronomy presentations and lectures twice
each month at 7:30 PM:


First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of
Science.



Third Thursday at Macomb Community
College - South Campus Building J (Library)

Jul. 6 ......... Cranbrook ..... Brian Thieme
Jul. 16 ....... Macomb ........ Riyad Matti
Aug. 3 ....... Cranbrook ..... Jon Blum
Aug. 20 ..... Macomb ........ Dennis David
Sep. 14 ..... Cranbrook ..... Cliff Jones
Sep. 17 ..... Macomb ........ Mike O’Dowd
Oct. 5 ........ Cranbrook
Alan & Cheryl
Kaplan
Oct. 15 ...... Macomb ........ Dick Gala
Nov. 2 ....... Cranbrook ..... Jim Shedlowsky
Nov. 19 ..... Macomb ........ Angelo DiDonato
Dec. 7 ....... Cranbrook ..... Dave Bailey
If you are unable to bring the snacks on your scheduled
day, or if you need to reschedule, please email the board
at board@warrenastro.org as soon as you are able so that
other arrangements can be made.

Bob T’s space probe orbiting planet Eve in Kerbal Space Program. Eve is similar to
Venus: thick, high-pressure atmosphere, and similar orbit.
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Grab some snacks, come on over, and talk
astronomy, space news, and whatnot!
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place at the
home of Gary and Patty Gathen, from 8 -11 PM, on
the fourth Thursday of the month, from JanuaryOctober. Different dates are scheduled for November
and December due to the holidays. The Gathens live at
21 Elm Park Blvd. in Pleasant Ridge—three blocks
south of l-696, about half a block west of Woodward
Ave.
The agenda is generally centered around discussions of
science and astronomy topics. Soft drinks are provided,
snacks are contributed by attendees. Anywhere from 4
to 16 members and guests typically attend. Gary can be
reached at (248) 543-5400, and gary@gathen.net.
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President’s Field of View
Stargate is a bit of a wonderland these days.
The Kalinowski Telescope is one of the finest
refractors available to the public in southeastern
Michigan, on the beautiful modern Go-To Khula
mount. The Big Dob is the largest publicly
accessible telescope in metro Detroit that I know
of. The Stargate Telescope lies dreaming in the
Dob Shed, waiting for the day that it may come
back. Our collection of loaner telescopes has
grown almost to bursting out of the shed. And
improvements underway at Stargate, courtesy
of Eagle Scout candidates, will make the shed
better looking, easier to use, and even better
suited to public presentations.
But there is always more work to be done. The
most immediate concern is the drive system for
the dome. The existing system, which has
served well for many years, is showing its age.
The large drive motor gets in the way of the
telescope tube, often giving us scares. The rim
of the dome gets stuck very easily on the rollers,
requiring that it be pushed with a stick from
below, which at times requires a lot of force.
Second VP Joe Tocco has proposed hiding the
drive system in the corners, using two smaller
motors and completely removing anything for
the telescope tube to run into. This seems like a
great idea to me.
On the subject of the dome, it would be nice to
replace the current Ash-Dome style door, which
requires climbing onto the roof to open, with a
shutter-style door. Besides being more userfriendly, a shutter door would be automatable,
bringing us one step closer to the (still very
distant) idea of being able to use the telescope
remotely.
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We would also like to have a place for the
Stargate Telescope to get back into action. It
needs a new tube and some optical TLC, but it’s
a fundamentally great scope to have in our
arsenal, and its history goes further back than
anything else the club still has - our logo, the
WASP, even Stargate itself. A simple roll-off
roof observatory might be an economical way to
get it back in service.
And while we’re building new buildings at
Stargate, it would be really nice to have an
indoor space of our own: a place to keep our
library, a place to get warm, a place to enjoy
coffee or hot cocoa or snacks. It would make
longer observing nights, especially in the winter,
a lot more appealing. (Plus we might be able to
reclaim some space in the way overstuffed Dob
Shed.) We might get away with one building for
both purposes - many clubs, such as the New
Hampshire Amateur Astronomers, have
successfully combined a simple roll-off roof
observatory with a “clubhouse”.
It’s not just the observatory buildings that could
use some work - the Big Dob has been through
a lot, and deserves at least some rumination on
a more fool-proof and less scary way to attach
and align the nosepiece. Plus we’d like to
extend our solar observing capabilities into the
H-alpha and our night observing capabilities into
OIII and UHC land.
Many of which are tall orders. Some of which
mean we need to spend more time doing
maintenance. If you’ve spent any amount of
time around Gary M. Ross, you’ve probably
(Continued on page 7)

(Continued from page 6)

heard him darkly mutter about the feasibility of
keeping a wonderland such as I’m proposing
maintained. We’ve been lucky to have a string
of great observatory chairs, people of both
vision and action, but we might not be so lucky
forever unless YOU, yes, you, consider taking
on that responsibility. Note that you don’t have
to be as hands-on as Mr. Tocco - you just have
to take ownership of the observatory, go there
a lot, observe it closely for leaks and
deterioration, and solicit the help you need to
get maintenance and expansion projects done.
I’ll make you a deal: come out to the
observatory for the annual picnic on July 18 at
5 PM, have a hot dog or some pasta salad on
us, and we’ll show you around. At the very
least, you’ll gain a new appreciation for how far
Stargate has come. But maybe you will find a
calling, and you can join Joe and other
observatory chairpersons in the W.A.S. history
books. How about it?
- Jonathan Kade

When: Sat. July 18, 2015
Time: 5:00 PM - Late
Where: Stargate Observatory,
Ray Twp., MI
Hot dogs (maybe hamburgers),
pasta salad, and potato chips
will be provided.
Please bring a dish to pass!
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We're almost ready to open orders for WAS jackets
for the first time in three years. This opportunity
doesn't come around often! The W.A.S. jacket is a
uniform of sorts - members have been wearing blue
and gold jackets for forty years or more, and people
from astronomy clubs across the country recognize
them. Wearing your WAS jacket to public events
also makes it easier for the general public to identify
you as a volunteer. Plus they just look plain snazzy.
The windbreaker, a well-made garment that has a
lab coat-esque quality to its appearance, is
surprisingly warm. Not something to wear on 90
degree days. But I've worn it as a top layer in
temperatures down to freezing and below with
pretty good results. It's cheap, too - each will cost
about $27 if we have to pay sales tax.
The padded jacket is a heavier garment. You
probably can't get away with just it in February, but
it handles temperatures down to freezing very well. I
wear one a size larger than my normal clothes so I
can fit many layers underneath. The price is
significantly higher: about $80 each. Probably
mostly advisable if you do a lot of cold-weather
outreach.
Some general info: I'm aiming to have the order in
by the end of the month and to have the jackets back
by early September, or at least by Kensington. We
are selling these at about break-even prices. I don't
want to lose money on them, but we're not making
any significant money off them either.
If you'd like to order one or more and you're not
already on my list, drop me a line at
merch@warrenastro.org. But do it fast! They'll be
gone before you know it.
- Jonathan Kade

At every meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, members or guest lecturers give astronomy
presentations. Here is a list of scheduled presentations for the next few months:

The Life of Galileo

- Ken Bertin
Galileo Galilei was arguably the most famous astronomer of all time.
He was one of the first scientists of any ilk to use the experimental method to
verify his findings. He was knowledgable in all aspects of science not just
astronomy and applied his extensive knowledge to many tasks which
benefited society. He was the first to use the telescope for the study of the
heavens, and modified the instrument to make it more functional. His troubles
with the church were firmly linked to his discoveries and his aggressive
pursuit of knowledge. Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein both mentioned that
their own considerable contributions were influenced by standing on the
shoulders of individuals like Galileo.

Ken has been a member of the Warren Astronomical Society since the
late 70s. He has held the office of VP and President. Ken enjoys observing
solar eclipses, giving presentations on historical astronomers and giving a
current “In the News” presentation at our meetings. In 2001, he was awarded
the John Searles Award and in 2013 was presented with a lifetime membership in the Warren Astronomical
Society.

Eclipse 2017 (short)

- Brian Klaus

Brian has been an active member of the Warren Astronomical
Society since 1979 and has been awarded a lifetime membership. His first
telescope was the Tasco 60mm refractor that every young astronomer had
in the 1960's. He was self-taught
in many things, including
professional
photography,
astronomy and astrophotograhy.
After retiring from a career as a
professional
freelance
still
photographer, he now enjoys
photography
and
astrophotography as a hobby. He
likes to show his astro images to the public to help in education
about astronomy. Also he likes to re-engineer old, existing
telescope equipment to get further, improved use out of it (like that
Tasco refractor).

In the Sky (short)

- Diane Hall

Diane Hall discusses what’s in the sky this month!
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The Moon leads Venus by Brian Klaus

We've been looking forward to the 2017 Total Solar Eclipse for
many years and Brian is trying to get other astronomers excited about it,
and is urging everyone to make plans now before it's too late.

Exploring the Solar System

- Bob Trembley
Bob takes us on tour of the Solar System – with lots of
visuals! He will discuss the Sun and star system formation,
asteroids and comets, planets and their moons, and some of the
past and current space missions exploring the bodies of our
Solar System. After giving this lecture at the Chesterfield
Library, he was asked “So what good is having all this
knowledge?” Aside from the sheer beauty of the solar system,
and finding where we came from, it’s good to know things like
how planetary atmospheres work, and that asteroid impacts and
massive solar flares can happen.

Bob has been an amateur astronomer his entire life. He
is a Board member of the Warren Astronomical Society and a volunteer NASA/JPL Solar System
Ambassador. He was the science-area lead for the 2014 North American Science Fiction Convention,
DetCon1 in Detroit. Bob is fantastically interested in asteroids and loves to observe the Sun.

Jupiter, with cloud bands clearly visible,
and moons—if you look really closely.
Credit: Bob Trembley

Bob Trembley photographing Jupiter in broad
daylight, through the Kalinowski-Kula telescope at
Stargate Observatory, with his Android smartphone,
while Bob Berta watches. Credit Joe Tocco.
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August 3

Cameron Hanson

Space Radiation: Mechanisms of Damage and Protection
for Astronauts

Anthony Coleman

Phylogeny of Archaea from an Astrobiology
Perspective (short)

August 20 Macomb

James Foerch

Hertzsprung and Russell: The Men Behind the Diagram

Sept.14

Jim Shedlowsky

Stellafane - Shrine to the Stars

Bob Berta

Why is the Sky Dark at Night? (short)

Joe Tocco

Wide Field Astrophotography

Sept. 17

Cranbrook

Cranbrook
Macomb

The W.A.S. invites members to present “In the Sky” segments on important and timely events to watch for in skies over
the next month.

Guidelines:
Segments will be about five minutes; therefore they cannot be comprehensive, but instead will have to hit on important
information, and timely events. Not running over time or getting caught up in minutia is critical.




Chose about five items for presentation.
Each item will have one or two slides, and about 1 minute of time.
Slides are to be given to Ken at least a day in advance to be added to the end of his "In the News" segment.

Item choices should follow these priorities, until the total of five are chosen:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rare special events (e.g. Venus transit, Jupiter triple shadow transit, telescopic NEO)
Solar and lunar eclipses
Major meteor showers
Planetary conjunctions
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn approaching opposition
Mercury, Venus approaching greatest elongation
Showpiece deep sky object approaching midnight culmination (space permitting)
Other, at presenter's discretion, if space permits (e.g. ISS flyover, algol minima, challenge DSO, favorite
constellation, action at Jupiter's moons, etc.)

Much of the above is available in tabular format in the RASC Observers handbook, which could be shared with
presenters as needed.
If YOU would like to give a presentation at a Warren Astronomical Society meeting, contact: Dale Partin. firstvp@warrenastro.org.
Presentations can be 5, 10, 15 or 40 minutes in length. Topics can include things such as: star party and convention reports,
astronomy, cosmology, personal projects, science, technology, historical figures, How-To’s, etc…
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AR 2339 and AR2345, May 12, 2015. Credit Randy Shivak

On June 25th we supported the adult-focused “Camp
After Dark” program here at CIS. Despite dire
weather predictions we had a break in the clouds at
twilight and Jim Shedlowsky, Ken Bertin,
Ralph DeCew, Jeff MacLeod, Jonathan Kade and I
were able to show many visitors Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and the Moon. Alan and Cheryl Kaplan also
attended but weren't able to use their solar scope. We
all had a great deal of fun at the event itself and
look forward to more.
The next night on June 26th I assisted Mark Kedzior
in the official launch of the Grosse Pointe
Library loaner telescope program, an event greeted
with enthusiasm by all ages of library
patrons. Observing was cancelled thanks to the
Michigan Nebula but we look forward to more
library events this autumn and hope to welcome new
members because of it.
Please join Bob Trembley at Cranbrook on July 11th
to support its version of the first annual Asteroid
Day. The event runs 1-4 here at CIS; we are looking
for someone to staff a "meteorites, meteor wrongs"
table.
Mark your calendars, as on Friday August 21st we
have an observing event at the Grosse Pointe War
Memorial from 8.30-10:30. We'll have a first-quarter
moon that evening so it should be a good night. Our
friends at the Woods Branch of the GP Library have
set this one up and we're looking forward to it.
The Grosse Pointe Library Loaner Telescope
Program had its grand launch at the library’s Woods
Branch on Friday, June 26. Library staff including
Pat McClary and Nick di Cresce invited Mark
Kedzior, chairman of our new Loaner Telescope SIG,
to give library patrons an introduction to the loaner
program and the seven modified StarBlast telescopes
that the Woods Branch will have available. I was
also on-hand to discuss the Warren Astronomical
Society in general and the advantages that clubs like
ours offer to novice telescope users.
The highly attentive crowd spanned all ages, with
schoolchildren and senior citizens equally excited at
the chance to borrow a telescope. I spoke briefly on

the dark skies that Lake St. Clair
affords to Grosse Pointers and then
Mark went through his telescope demo,
assisted by a volunteer from the
audience. I followed that with discussion of our club
and its activities and then had the honor of drawing
the raffle tickets that determined which six lucky
Grosse Pointers got to take home a telescope
first. Cloud cover prevented us from doing any
observing that night but the winners clearly couldn't
wait to get out there observing.
Two special treats of the night were the chance to
meet Mark's daughter Alana, who took the pictures
that accompany this article, and the presence of a
veteran of the Detroit Astronomical Society who
donated an eighth StarBlast for the library's Tool
Collection. He remembered W.A.S. stalwarts like
Larry Kalinowski and Frank McCullough and we
hope to see more of him.
The most popular question of the night was definitely
“How long can I have the telescope?” (a week) but
questions about our club, where we meet and what
we do, were frequent and all present were invited to
join. I was hoping to see some new faces at Stargate
the following night but Open House was sadly
cancelled thanks to terrible weather. We will be
assisting the GP Library with events this autumn,
though and with our Macomb meetings in easy
driving distance of the Grosse Pointes I’m hoping
this telescope program leads to new members as well
as new amateur astronomers enjoying the dark(ish)
skies over Lake St. Clair.
Camp Burt Shurly is hosting a program
for underprivileged youth from Detroit who come to
camp free of charge. The program begins July 1217 and runs for five weeks straight. They'd love to
have a W.A.S. member come out one evening each
week to do a star gazing with their students; the
volunteer is welcome to pick the day of the week as it
suits them. The camp's address is 15100 Goodband
Rd, Gregory, MI 48137.
Clear skies!
Diane Hall
Outreach Chair

Help us with Outreach! With the growing number of requests, we could always use your help!
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Monthly Free Astronomy Open House
and Star Party
4th Saturday of every month in 2015!
July 25,
August 22, September 26, October 24

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Camp Rotary entrance


Sky tours.



Look through several different
telescopes.



Get help with your telescope.



We can schedule special
presentations and outings
for scouts, student or
community groups.

(off 29-mile road, just east of Wolcott Rd.)

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Find us on MeetUp.com:
Observatory Rules:

Artwork: Brian Thieme

1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (586) 634-6240 .
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
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June Open-house:
The regular Open-house scheduled for June 27th, was cancelled due to heavy rain storms. Riyad
Matti opened the observatory from 9:05 to 10:15 pm just in case someone showed up that didn’t get the
change in status. He reported that there was rain and thunder with some high winds but the observatory was
dry and that he did not see any issues. He also reported that there was no power in the camp and no other
person attended.
An impromptu event was held on June 30th to try and observe the Venus-Jupiter conjunction but no-joy.
Riyad Matti, Jeff Macleod and I were there from 8:00 PM until 10:30 PM with no other visitors and no
opportunity to view anything but rain drops and some distant lighting. Luckily Jeff brought his new super-cool
vintage Criterion RV-6 Dynascope reflector to entertain us.

July Open-house:
The regular Open-house is scheduled for Saturday the 25th, with a waxing crescent moon that rises at 3:34 PM
and sets at 1:22 AM. Sunset is at 9:01 PM and Astronomical Twilight ends at 11:03 PM.
Arrive just before sunset (or sooner if you plan to set up a scope.)
A friendly reminder to be courteous if you arrive after dark and dim your headlights upon entry to the park,
also no white light flashlights at all.
If you are setting up a large scope or have a lot of equipment to set up then you are permitted to park on the
observing field preferably with your vehicle lights pointed away from the observatory and other telescopes.

Observatory Update:
The Kalinowski-Khula telescope is patiently waiting for friends and visitors.
Joe Tocco
2nd VP
Stargate Observatory Chairman
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OBJECT
By Chuck Dezelah
NGC 6960 is an emission nebula and
supernova remnant in the constellation Cygnus
that comprises the bright western portion of the
famous Veil Nebula. This region of the object is
also known as the “Witch’s Broom” for its
distinctive and characteristic shape. Although the
Veil Nebula is often considered a challenge
object that isn’t normally amenable to light
polluted skies, NGC 6960 is an unusually bright
region that is observable with either significant
aperture (>10”) or with a narrow band filter in
moderate sized telescopes (7”-10”) under
Source: Digitized Sky Survey; FoV = 1.0º
conditions similar to those present at Stargate
Observatory. The Witch’s Broom is over 1° in total length, but is a mere 6’ wide, which as it turns out, is a
small fraction of the overall size of the Veil nebula, whose separate portions consist of some half-dozen NGC
designations covering a circular area nearly 3° in diameter. Few astronomical references list a visual
magnitude for the object, which is not uncommon for diffuse nebulae with indistinct boundaries, although
some sources list the value at around 7th magnitude. It is thought that the supernova that gave rise to the Veil
Nebula exploded about 30-40 thousand years ago.
It is relatively straightforward to find the location of NGC 6960. The nebula sits only about 3° to the
south of the star ε Cygnii (mag. 2.5), which marks the eastern arm of the Northern Cross asterism. The star 51
Cygnii (mag. 4.2) lies along the same line of sight as the Witch’s Broom, giving the appearance of being
embedded within the object’s wispy embrace.
Positively identifying 51 Cygnii can prove helpful as a
signpost, considering that the faint glow of the nebula
might not be immediately apparent, especially if filters
are not utilized. The use of either a UHC or OIII filter
is highly encouraged, as it not only makes observation
much easier, but also makes it possible to discern
individual filaments and other fine structure within the
object’s contour. Low magnification (<50x) will likely
provide the most pleasing views and it will allow the
observer to see the nebula within the context of its
surroundings. At the eyepiece, NGC 6960 will have an
elongated shape that is strongly tapered at one end and
gradually spreads out to a bifurcated filamentary fan at
the other, making it one of the true delights of the
summer sky.
Source: Cartes du Ciel
This column is a recurring feature written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from
Stargate Observatory using a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In
particular, special focus will be given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are
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WAS History S.I.G.
July 1974
This cover appeared in my talk* last month. In case you didn’t
catch the topics, here they are:










This week’s theory of the formation of the universe. by R.
Civic
Do falling stars have a red shift? by D. Bock
Calculating sidereal time with the new Persha abacus. by J.
Persha
Will Edmund Scientific run out of stock if we do not have
another war? by D. Misson
Polaris as a deepsky object at tenmile road. by D.
Harrington
Gleanings for ATMs: A curved Ronchi strip for making ½
wave mirrors look like 1/28 wave mirrors. by L. Faix
How to make a Schmidt f 0.3 camera from an old
sealedbeam headlight. by L. Kalinowski
Messier Album: Some excellent photographs of M40. by P.
Kwentus
Editorial: Should F. McCullough be impeached for making
public his slideshow tape?

Inside the actual issue, there is a continuation of the cover’s
spoof and then they settle down to business with reports on club activity (including the upcoming AL
National Convention in Lansing) and Frank McCullough writes about “DELPHINUS, THE DOLPHIN”.

July 1978
The cover of this issue is a photo of the Ring Nebula by the
Lick Observatory.
A fair portion of the issue addresses the “STARGATE
OBSERVATORY CODE OF CONDUCT”
Occultation observational issues are addressed in “NIGHT
WATCH” by Rik Hill. The WASP gets back to the humor side
with “AMATEUR BRIEFS: ANNUAL ASTRONOMY
AWARDS FOR 1978” by Robert Cox Harrington, then takes
a bit of a dig at Dave Harrington in “NEWS NOTES:
EXPRESIDENT JAILED”. Finally, we look at the origins of
the star names in “CYGNUS-The Swan” by Rich Carter.
Dale Thieme,
Chief Scanner
*Dale’s touch-up work on the scanned WASP images is nothing short of
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heroic - Bob T.

THEY'RE MADE OUT OF MEAT

are the only sentient race in that sector and they're
made out of meat."

By Terry Bisson. OMNI Magazine, 1990.

"Maybe they're like the orfolei. You know, a carbonbased intelligence that goes through a meat stage."
"Nope. They're born meat and they die meat. We
studied them for several of their life spans, which
didn't take long. Do you have any idea what's the life
span of meat?"
"Spare me. Okay, maybe they're only part meat. You
know, like the weddilei. A meat head with an
electron plasma brain inside."
"Nope. We thought of that, since they do have meat
heads, like the weddilei. But I told you, we probed
them. They're meat all the way through."
"No brain?"
"They're made out of meat."
"Meat?"

"Oh, there's a brain all right. It's just that the brain is
made out of meat! That's what I've been trying to tell
you."

"Meat. They're made out of meat."

"So ... what does the thinking?"

"Meat?"

"You're not understanding, are you? You're refusing
to deal with what I'm telling you. The brain does the
thinking. The meat."

"There's no doubt about it. We picked up several
from different parts of the planet, took them aboard
our recon vessels, and probed them all the way
through. They're completely meat."
"That's impossible. What about the radio signals? The
messages to the stars?"
"They use the radio waves to talk, but the signals
don't come from them. The signals come from
machines."
"So who made the machines? That's who we want to
contact."
"They made the machines. That's what I'm trying to
tell you. Meat made the machines."
"That's ridiculous. How can meat make a machine?
You're asking me to believe in sentient meat."
"I'm not asking you, I'm telling you. These creatures
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"Thinking meat! You're asking me to believe in
thinking meat!"
"Yes, thinking meat! Conscious meat! Loving meat.
Dreaming meat. The meat is the whole deal! Are you
beginning to get the picture or do I have to start all
over?"
"Omigod. You're serious then. They're made out of
meat."
"Thank you. Finally. Yes. They are indeed made out
of meat. And they've been trying to get in touch with
us for almost a hundred of their years."
"Omigod. So what does this meat have in mind?"
"First it wants to talk to us. Then I imagine it wants
to explore the Universe, contact other sentiences,
swap ideas and information. The usual."

"We're supposed to talk to meat."

"That's it."

"That's the idea. That's the message they're sending
out by radio. 'Hello. Anyone out there. Anybody
home.' That sort of thing."

"Cruel. But you said it yourself, who wants to meet
meat? And the ones who have been aboard our
vessels, the ones you probed? You're sure they won't
remember?"

"They actually do talk, then. They use words, ideas,
concepts?"
"Oh, yes. Except they do it with meat."
"I thought you just told me they used radio."
"They do, but what do you think is on the radio?
Meat sounds. You know how when you slap or flap
meat, it makes a noise? They talk by flapping their
meat at each other. They can even sing by squirting
air through their meat."
"Omigod. Singing meat. This is altogether too much.
So what do you advise?"
"Officially or unofficially?"

"They'll be considered crackpots if they do. We went
into their heads and smoothed out their meat so that
we're just a dream to them."
"A dream to meat! How strangely appropriate, that
we should be meat's dream."
"And we marked the entire sector unoccupied."
"Good. Agreed, officially and unofficially. Case
closed. Any others? Anyone interesting on that side
of the galaxy?"
"Yes, a rather shy but sweet hydrogen core cluster
intelligence in a class nine star in G445 zone. Was in
contact two galactic rotations ago, wants to be
friendly again."

"Both."
"They always come around."
"Officially, we are required to contact, welcome and
log in any and all sentient races or multibeings in this
quadrant of the Universe, without prejudice, fear or
favor. Unofficially, I advise that we erase the records
and forget the whole thing."
"I was hoping you would say that."
"It seems harsh, but there is a limit. Do we really
want to make contact with meat?"
"I agree one hundred percent. What's there to say?
'Hello, meat. How's it going?' But will this work?
How many planets are we dealing with here?"

"And why not? Imagine how unbearably, how
unutterably cold the Universe would be if one were
all alone ..."
I cannot remember the first time I read this—it may
have been from the original OMNI magazine, it
became a favorite of my eldest daughter Rachel;
when she was teaching English and writing, this
Nebula Award-nominated short story was required
reading for her class.
- Bob Trembley
Story released under Creative Commons.

"Just one. They can travel to other planets in special
meat containers, but they can't live on them. And
being meat, they can only travel through C space.
Which limits them to the speed of light and makes
the possibility of their ever making contact pretty
slim. Infinitesimal, in fact."
"So we just pretend there's no one home in the
Universe."
Milky Way Star Field. Credit: Donald Bumgarner Okie Tex Star Party, 2009
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MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 105 members (19 of which are
family memberships).
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $592.71 and spent $1,093.61. We have
$17,220.83 in the bank and $198.07in cash, totaling
$17,418.90 as of 5/31/2015.
INCOME
$177.00 Memberships and renewals (1 new)
$48.37 Snacks
$30.00 Astronomical League
$18.00 Merchandise
Donations:
$290.19 Paul Strong Scholarship Fund
$29.15 General Fund

EXPENSES
$40.00 Snacks
$1.61
Postage
$792.00 Stargate equipment (power filter
assembly)
$250.00 2015 Banquet down payment
$10.00 Speaker travel expenses
$12,882.05 Total donated to date for The Stargate
Fund
$7052.96 Remaining
$310.19
Donated to the Paul Strong scholarship
to date

We have our PayPal account all set up now. We can receive donations two ways through this avenue: Those with PayPal
accounts can authorize payments to treasurer@warrenastro.org, we also have a card reader and can swipe credit cards
onsite. Dale Thieme and Jonathan Kade have readers to help split the workload. The costs incurred for transactions are
minimal. For example, we received $25 donations through both PayPal methods. The email version yielded a net $24.15,
the credit card swipe gave us $24.32.

Dale Thieme, Treasurer
April 30, 2015

M97, the Owl nebula in Ursa Major

Photo by Ralph DeCew
May 13, 2015
Orion 8" Newtonian astrograph, Canon Rebel Xsi
30 x 6021seconds

Celebrate Creativity!
MuseCon is a weekend-long convention for artists, musicians,
inventors, gadgeteers, makers, tinkerers, and creative people of
all ages.
Register for the convention here:Registration page.

What Can You Learn at MuseCon?
MuseCon offers a variety of demonstrations, workshops, panels,
and other activities for the creatively-minded. At past MuseCons,
our attendees have been able to see, learn, and try:

Spend an entire weekend mingling with creative people
Attend as many of the free classes and workshops you
can fit into your schedule
Register for exclusive limited enrollment sessions (subject
to availability)**
Shop vendors specializing in tools, supplies, and handcrafted goods
Enjoy "MuseCon Munchies" -- free food and beverages
available in our hospitality suite all weekend long

About Brother Guy Consolmango



Basic electronic tinkering
(Blinkies!)



Working with
electroluminescent (EL) wire



Knitting and crocheting



Drama and improvisation



Leatherworking



Miniature painting



Chain maille



Stained glass



Music, music, and more
music



Various types of dance



Using software



Vocal workshops



Paperwork



Costuming and sewing



Beading and jewelry



Woodworking
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Br. Guy Consolmagno SJ was born in 1952 in Detroit, Michigan. He obtained his Bachelor of Science in 1974 and Master
of Science in 1975 in Earth and Planetary Sciences from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and his PhD in Planetary Science from the University of Arizona in 1978.
He has coauthored five astronomy books: Turn Left at Orion
(with Dan M. Davis; Cambridge University Press, 1989);
Worlds Apart (with Martha W. Schaefer; Prentice Hall, 1993);
The Way to the Dwelling of Light (U of Notre Dame Press,
1998); Brother Astronomer (McGraw Hill, 2000); and God's
Mechanics (Jossey-Bass, 2007). He also edited The Heavens
Proclaim (Vatican Observatory Publications, 2009).
Br. Consolmagno is President of the Vatican Observatory
Foundation. His research explores the connections between
meteorites and asteroids, and the origin and evolution of small
bodies in the solar system. He recently won the Carl Sagan
Medal.

Bob and Connie Trembley will also be presenting at
this convention.

WAS Board Meeting
May 4th, 2015
Board members present: Diane Hall, Dale Partin, Bob
Trembley, Dale Thieme, and Jeff Macleod.

interested in attending or volunteering for upcoming
outreach events please contact Diane at
Outreach@warrenastro.org
Publications:

Jonathan was absent from the board meeting.

Bob Trembley notified the board that the WASP is
slow going but he is still getting submissions and he
hopes to have it does by the weekend.

1st Vice President:

Old Business:

Dale Partin informed the board that all speaking slots
are filled though this year and some of next year.

Connie Trembley is still a go for speaking at our
December Banquet. The Banquet is scheduled for
December 10th and our room is scheduled as well.
Dale T. will be booking our piano player and have
award plaques made. The Dob shed eagle scout
project is on schedule, no construction has started yet
as they are still generating funds. Existing examples
of plaques for honor roll at Stargate has been given to
Dale T. so that he can have new ones made in the
same likeness for additional names.

President:

2nd Vice President:
Joe was unable to make it to the board meeting this
month.
Treasurer:
Dale Thieme gave an overview of the monetary
situation of the WAS account, which is described in
detail in the current issue of the WASP newsletter as
part of the Treasurer’s report. We currently have 106
members, up 7 and roughly 17K in the bank. We
currently have $310 donated to the Paul Strong
Scholarship fund.
Secretary:
Minutes from last month’s board meeting and general
meetings have been emailed to Bob T and will be in
the latest issue of the WASP.
Outreach:
Diane recapped recent outreach events such as the Mt.
Elliot star party in Detroit. Diane then discussed
upcoming events; Mark Kedzior is organizing a
telescope modification party for the 3rd-5th at the
Grosse Point library as part of their new telescope
checkout program. Pack 150 & 911 will be coming
out to Stargate on the 13th. There is also an adult
event at Cranbrook on Thursday the 25th. If anyone is
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New Business:
There are now only two meetings left to renew astroleague membership. Planning for the yearly picnic
was discussed; logistics of the event, food, utensils,
grills etc were all brought up. Diane will also be
extending invitations to the picnic for other clubs
shortly. The last order of business for the board was
to vote on increasing the snack reimbursement for
volunteers to $25. Bob T. set a motion and it passed
unanimously.
Gary Ross stopped by to deliver a warning to the
board. Gary is observatory chairman of the Veen
observatory, and he has watch as this establishment
has slowly deteriorated due to a lack of funds and
people. Gary then warned the board against going
overboard with additional building and unnecessary
electronics at Stargate, as this can lead to a situation
where too few people are responsible, knowledgeable,
and willing to help keep our observatory working.
We don’t want to burn people out and we need to be
(Continued on page 24)

(Continued from page 23)

aware that the people of the club are volunteering
their time.

Cranbrook general meeting
Dale Partin called the meeting to order at 7:30pm.
The attendees announced their
Names and first time visitors were welcomed, of
which there was one (40 people in attendance). Dale
then started officer reports.
1st Vice President:
Dale announced that all presentation slots are filled
though the year. June 18th at Macomb will have four
short talks rather than one long presentation. The
presenters will be Dale Thieme, Ralph DeCew, Mike
O’dowe and Jonathan Kade. July 6th at Cranbrook,
Joe Tocco will be giving the long talk (however this
has changed, Ken Bertin will we filling in for Joe
with his talk on Galileo. Brian Klaus will be giving a
short talk on the eclipse in 2017.
2nd Vice President:
Joe Informed the club that the open house on May
23rd had a nice turnout, Around 80 people made it out
to the open house, many of which were first time
visitors. The Big Dob was set up and run by
Jonathan K. most of the evening. The June open
house is scheduled for the 27th under a larger moon.
In other observatory news, Joe let us know that the
Kalinowski/khula telescope is performing great and
that the board is discussing future accessories for the
K2.
Treasurer:
The financial situation was reviewed in brief. Details
can be found in the Treasurer’s section in latest issue
of the WASP. There is currently about $18k in the
bank account and we have 105 memberships.
Secretary:
The minutes from each WAS board meeting and
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general meeting will be published in each monthly
issue of the WASP.
Outreach:
Diane reviewed recent outreach events. Jeff M.
showed guest views of some planets at the Mt. Elliot
park star party. Diane then went over upcoming
events, a lot is going on in Grosse Point this month,
the Library will be hosting a telescope modification
party for their telescope lending program. Grosse
Point North High will be hosting an event for their
Radio Astronomy program on Thursday June 4th. On
June 13 Stargate will be hosting some scouts.
Cranbrook will be hosting events on June 21st for
SUN-day and a special event on June 25th Camp
After Dark, an adult only astronomy event from 7-11.
Publications:
Bob let the club know that the WASP is almost done
and he is hoping to have it published by the weekend.
Special Interest groups:
Solar – Marty Kuns put up some videos before the
meeting to entertain members and generate
conversation. The sun has been somewhat erratic,
but some long filaments have been observed.
Stargate – Reiad Matie showed some scouts good
views of Venus at Stargate recently, he also let the
club know that lots of great things are planned for the
observatory and the open house.
ATM – Joe T. told the club that a few members are
trying to re-boot the amateur telescope making
special interest group and that if they have any
interest to let him or myself know.
In the News presented by Ken Bertin. Providing his
biweekly insightful look at the latest developments in
astronomy Ken B. covered topics including luminous
galaxies, Vesta’s new moon, mission to Europa, Solar
sails made of graphene, & the next Mars lander.
Diane then presented In the Sky for June. Events
including Saturn within 5 degrees of the moon, June
(Continued on page 25)

(Continued from page 24)

3rd & 4th will have Jovian moon eclipse & double
shadow transits. June 6th Venus is at greatest
elongation. June 11th the second largest asteroid
Pallas will be at opposition. There will also be lots of
conjunctions this month as well.
Presentation (Short talk):
Joe Tocco presented his Sky Tracker iOptron
tracking platform for astrophotography. Joe
discussed some things to consider in obtaining a good
astro-photo, details about how different settings like f
-stop & exposer can affect the end result. Joe then
showed the club some fantastic wide field astrophotos, but he left us on a cliffhanger & is making us
wait to see the photos taken using the iOptron
tracking system. Joe described the system as
inexpensive, small, simple, & quality for just $399.

Officer Reports:
President:
Jonathan opened the meeting and introduced himself.
Attendees announce their names, and then Jonathan
ran though officer reports. As president he informed
the club that not too much is left for the month. The
Stargate open house is next week as well as a special
event at Cranbrook. Jonathan also let us know that
June 30th is the deadline for paying your astronomical
league dues & that the WAS picnic is scheduled for
July 18th.
1st Vice President:
The upcoming speaker schedule was announced, at
the next Cranbrook meeting, Brian Klaus will be
talking about the upcoming eclipse of 2017, Ken will
be talking Galileo. At Macomb Bob Trembley will
explore the solar system with us.

Presentation (Long talk):

2nd Vice President:

Bob Trembley presented on the Dawn mission at the
Dwarf planet Ceres & Vesta. Bob recalled the
history of these objects, how they were discovered,
called planets, then dwarf planets, then asteroids, then
back and forth for a while. The solar system changed
many times in the 1800s. The dawn mission
launched in 2007, reaching Vesta in 2011 and Ceres
just this year, getting are first up close looks at these
asteroids. Bob then covered the instruments of the
dawn spacecraft, communications, star trackers &
course correctors just to name a few. Dawn was also
the first craft to orbit two separate bodies; Bob’s
presentation was informative and extremely
interesting as always.

Next Saturday the 27th will be the night of the
openhouse. The observatory will open under a
gibbous moon, Jonathan reminded everyone to be
courteous with car lights at Stargate.
Treasurer:
The financial situation was reviewed in brief. Details
can be found in the Treasurer’s section in latest issue
of the WASP. The Pay-pal account for the club is set
up and can be used to take credit card payments at
meeting.
Secretary:

The meeting was ended at 9:50pm.

The minutes from each WAS board meeting and
general meeting will be published in each monthly
issue of the WASP.

WAS General Meeting

Publications:

Macomb, June 18, 2015

Members were told that the WASP is now up and
ready to be enjoyed.

The meeting was started at 7:30 with 36 people in
attendance.

(Continued on page 26)
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(Continued from page 25)

Outreach:
Previous outreach events were cover in detail, the
events recently in Grosse Point in particular. Future
events were then discussed to club members,
Cranbrook will be celebrating Asteroid day on July
11th with a special event. It’s not an official event but
we were again reminded of the Jupiter-Venus
conjunction on June 30th it is going to be great.

the different stages of the fight and how you control
the spacecraft. He then ran thought the final landing
procedures, and we landed successfully! For a
simulation it was pretty intense.
Jonathan Kade then presented “So you want to
present at the WAS” giving some solid advice to club
members on the do’s and don’ts of presentation.
The meeting was ended at 9:30
Jeff MacLeod

Presentation: In the News
Ken B. provided his biweekly insightful look at the
latest developments in astronomy. Topic such as
missions to Jupiter, pluto’s moons, supernovas, Ceres
bright spot, cosmic ray hot spot, & interplanetary
cubsats were all covered.
Presentation: In the Sky
Diane Hall then presented “In the Sky” We have the
summer solstice coming up, two ISS pass overs,
Noctilucent clouds, and the Jupiter-Venus
Conjunction.
Presentation (long talk):
We had four short talk rather than one long talk this
month.
Ralph DeCew presented his talk on antique
astronomical buttons. Ralph showed us examples
and some from his own collection, buttons that were
made and worn on garments in the 18 &19 century.
His collection covered such buttons as mythology,
astrological, star & star patters, lunar, & planets. By
the end we all felt dissatisfied with our boring
buttons.
Dale Thieme presented on his work digitizing the
WASP. Dale has spent hours & hours scanning &
scanning, correcting errors in the scans, cleaning up
background noise & adding images back in… to the
1500 pages of WASP’s to go through. We all
appreciate Dale’s effort a lot more after this
presentation.
Mike O’Dowd showed us a simulation program that
can recreate Apollo missions. Mike covered some
history of the lunar module and the Apollo program,
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Tune in to Captains Marty Kunz & Diane Hall
for live radio every Wednesday night at
9:00pm ET.

http://astronomy.fm/space-pirates/

Day
01
05
06
07
08
12
14
15
16
18
18
18
21
21
23
23
23
26
28
31

Time
21:20
13:54
14:00
19:07
15:24
12:55
16:15
20:24
14:00
12:34
20:06
21:49
06:02
14:32
05:45
14:00
23:04
03:43
09:00
05:43

Event
FULL MOON
Moon at Perigee: 367095 km
Earth at Aphelion: 1.01668 AU
Moon at Descending Node
LAST QUARTER MOON
Aldebaran 0.9°S of Moon
Venus 1.5°S of Regulus
NEW MOON
Mercury at Perihelion
Jupiter 4.1°N of Moon
Venus 0.4°N of Moon: Occn.
Regulus 3.4°N of Moon
Moon at Apogee: 404837 km
Moon at Ascending Node
Spica 4.0°S of Moon
Mercury at Superior Conjunction
FIRST QUARTER MOON
Saturn 2.2°S of Moon
Delta-Aquarid Meteor Shower
FULL MOON (Blue Moon)

Data From: http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/astrocal/astrocal2015est.html

Source: IAU Minor Planet Center, July 6, 2015
http://minorplanetcenter.net/

The Farmer’s Almanac calls July’s moon the:
"Hay Moon", "Buck Moon", and "Thunder Moon."

Pluto and Charon from New Horizons, June 23-29, 2015. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

The Warren
Astronomical
Society will be
Participating in:
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Observatory Viewing every Friday & Saturday evening at 7:30pm-10:00pm
Solar Observing every First Sunday of the Month: 12:30pm-3:00pm
Acheson Planetarium Shows:
Friday/Saturday

7:00 pm

Invaders of Mars!

Friday/Saturday

8:00 pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Friday/Saturday

9:00 pm

Secret Lives of Stars

Saturday

10:30 am

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure

Saturday

11:30 am

Invaders of Mars!

Saturday

3:30 pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Saturday/Sunday

12:30 pm

Young Stargazers Sky Journey

Saturday/Sunday

1:30 pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Saturday/Sunday

2:30 pm

Invaders of Mars!

Image Credit: Cranbrook
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Narrated by Tom Baker of the BBC's Dr. Who.
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September 17-20, 2015
River Valley RV Park
2165 South Bailey Lake Ave.
Gladwin, MI 48624
43.9580°N, 84.6460°W

Keynote speaker: Rich Talcott
Senior editor of Astronomy magazine

The Great Lakes Star Gaze Michigan star party is
open to anyone. Come chat with astronomers and
enjoy the night sky like never before.
Astrophoto Contest—$50 1st place prize.
Swap Meet—In the main tent, on the observing hill.
Kids Fishing Contest—ages 13 and under.
Observing on the Hill—and schmoozing with Astronomers.
Door Prize Drawings
Astronomy Presentations:
 Rich Talcott—Astronomy Magazine.
 Axel Mellinger—CMU Associate Professor of Physics.
 William Mitchell—Delta College, City Planetarium.
 Norb Vance—EMU. Annual Rocket Launch!
 Kevin Dehne—Delta College. “Tour of the Night Sky.”

Registration Open Now!

Welcome tent—open all night, with hot drinks!

Note: Observing Hill closes to car traffic at 10:00 PM each night!

For more info, visit the website: http://www.greatlakesstargaze.com/
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New Horizons' Tryst with Pluto: A Story of Planets,
Spacecrafts, and Human Curiosity
Presented by Dr. Humeshkar Nemala, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Wayne State University

July 13, 2015
Note; This event is limited to 60 people.
ABSTRACT
Humans have always been fascinated with objects in the sky, especially those which lie beyond the
regular visual reach. This scientific curiosity has prompted us to build massive telescopes and
spacecrafts so that we can peer at distant planets, stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies. The data
from these scientific missions has changed our view of our universe quite dramatically. While there
has been a tremendous effort to understand star formation, dark matter and dark energy, our
neighbors in the Solar System could hold answers to several unanswered scientific questions in our
quest to decode the Universe. Of particular interest are two specific questions:
1. How do planets form?
2. What is the origin of life?
In this talk we will focus on the dwarf planet Pluto and also explore various aspects related to New
Horizons: the mission by NASA to research Pluto, its moons and objects in the Kuiper belt. The
$700 million spacecraft, carrying several optical instruments and other sensors, would cover more
than 3 billion miles and will pass by Pluto on July 14th , 2015. We will address how the various
pieces of information gleaned from the mission can be used to better understand the global geology
and atmospheric composition of Pluto and how this information can in turn address the two
questions mentioned above.

Website: http://events.wayne.edu/rsvp/new-horizons/#rsvp

WSU Planetarium, Physics & Astronomy Department, Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48201 Phone: 313-577-2107 Email: outreach@physics.wayne.edu
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Free Science Under the Dome—A free monthly science lecture series
Note; RSVP is required for the lecture

“Telescopes, Antarctica, and the North Pole”
September 10, 2015

by Jerry Dunifer, Professor Emeritus, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Wayne State
University, Detroit, MI
ABSTRACT
In this talk I’ll summarize several interesting trips I have taken during the past couple
years. This will include several visits to major astronomical observatories, a visit to the
Antarctic Peninsula, and a visit to the geographic North Pole. Among the observatories, I’ll
describe a visit to Apache Point Observatory, where we witnessed astronomers bouncing laser
pulses from mirrors placed on the Moon by the Apollo astronauts. Using this technique,
astronomers are now able to measure the distance to the Moon to an accuracy of 1 millimeter,
the thickness of a paperclip!
In Antarctica we visited two scientific research stations--Vernadsky Research Base, an
Ukranian station, and Palmer Station, a United States station supported by the National
Science Foundation. I’ll describe some of the projects carried out at these two sites. The
geographic North Pole was reached by traveling on the nuclear-powered Russian icebreaker,
“Fifty Years of Victory”, the largest and most powerful icebreaker in the World. The trip
involved traversing 700 miles through the arctic icecap (up to 3 meters in thickness) to reach
the Pole. The return trip included stopping on three islands of Franz Josef Land, an
uninhabited archipelago located at about 80 degrees north latitude. My talk will be illustrated
by a number of photos taken at the different sites.

Website: http://planetarium.wayne.edu/

WSU Planetarium, Physics & Astronomy Department, Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48201 Phone: 313-577-2107 Email: outreach@physics.wayne.edu
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GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together
to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.
GLAAC is: The Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan University * Ford Amateur Astronomy Club * Oakland Astronomy
Club * Seven Ponds Astronomy Club * Student Astronomical Society - University of Michigan * Sunset Astronomical
Society * University Lowbrow Astronomers - Ann Arbor * Warren Astronomical Society * Huron-Clinton Metroparks

Club Name & Website

City

Meeting Times

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
University

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 5:30 PM

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to
new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta
Second Friday of every month
College Planetarium

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook &
Warren/MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every
month 7:30 PM

Warren Astronomical Society:

http://www.warrenastro.org/was/newsletter/

Oakland Astronomy Club:

http://oaklandastronomy.net/newsletters/oacnews.html

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club:

http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html

Sunset Astronomical Society:

http://www.sunsetastronomicalsociety.com/SASNewsletters.htm

University Lowbrow Astronomers: http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/

WAS Member Websites
Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
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Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy
Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair

Kensington
Astronomy at the Beach
Keynote Speaker: Nicolle Zellner

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 25 & 26, 2015
6:00 PM—Midnight, Rain or Shine.

Associate Professor of Physics at Albion
College in Albion, MI

Dr. Zellner studies lunar impact glasses to
interpret the bombardment history of the
Moon (and Earth), and a second project
focuses on understanding how the chemistry
of simple molecules is affected by impacts.
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Maple Beach—Kensington Metro Park
Milford, Michigan


Get astronomy questions answered by
local amateur astronomers.



Find the astronomy club nearest you.



View objects through volunteer
telescopes and binoculars.



Children’s scavenger hunt for prizes.



Free planetarium shows.



Attend fun & informative talks &
demonstrations.



Check out astronomy equipment and
meteorites for sale.



And much more!

Food and beverages available for purchase.
http://www.glaac.org/kensington-astronomy-at-the-beach/

Gastronomy at National Coney Island. Credit: Jon Blum

WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club
monthly meetings.
More information about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds
Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.com/sevenpondsac/.
Please let John Lines know if you might attend so that appropriate
plans can be made: (248) 969-2790, or jelines@yahoo.com

We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P.
Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the
email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with dates

taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
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